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Abstract—The study, which was conducted in Klein-Altendorf, 

Nordrhein-Westfalen in Germany, simulated the effect of 

temperature and solar radiation on the yield of winter wheat 

from 1991 to 2004 by using LINTUL 2 model. The parameters 

of temperature and radiation were modified to check the 

sensitivity of the model with regard to the two variables. 

Furthermore, it has been discussed how to maintain the 

original yield under a condition with variable radiation and 

temperature by changing species with different temperature 

sum and light use efficiency. The results showed that: under 

the same radiation value, the temperature increment was 

linearly negatively correlated with crop yield. The yield 

decreased with increasing temperature. Under the same 

temperature, the correlation between solar radiation and crop 

yield was positive linear. The yield increased with increasing 

radiation. The effect of radiation factor on crop yield was more 

sensitive than the effect of temperature. In worse conditions 

with increased temperature or decreased radiation, man can 

keep the original yield by changing the cultivars with different 

temperature sum and light use efficiency (LUE). 

Keywords- LINTUL 2 model; nordrhein-westfalen germany; 

climate change; original yield; temperature; radiation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the main indicator for global change, climate warming 
has had significant impacts on human life, including 
agricultural production for human consumption. Climate 
change has a critical influence on crop phenology and yield. 
Some studies indicated that from 1901 to 2000 the global 
average temperature increased about 0.6°C (0.4-0.8°C) or 
from 1906 to 2005 about 0.74°C (0.56-0.92°C), and there is 
a projected further increase by 1.8-4.0°C at the end of this 
century[1-3]. Solar radiation can provide energy for biomass 
accumulation so that people make an effort to use solar 
radiation to enhance biomass as much as possible. Under 
certain conditions, external temperature can also affect 
photosynthesis greatly[4-6]. Climate change has a crucial 
influence on crops because growth and development are 
affected by sunlight, temperature, and water. The effect of 
climate change on crop production depends on the 
interaction of various climatic factors and agricultural 
management parameters. However, the climate change, 
especially the changes of temperature and radiation are not 

foreseeable in the near future. Hence, to predict the influence 
of climate change on crop yield in the near future, it is 
necessary to simulate the relationship with quantitative 
model[7-8]. Studies on climate impacts and adaptation 
strategies of wheat production are increasingly becoming 
major areas of scientific concern for the reason that the 
effects of meteorological factor on wheat was greater than 
other crops due to the longer growth period of wheat[9-10]. 
However, climate change impacts on crop yield are different 
in various areas: in some regions it increases, while in others 
it decreases, which is concerned with the latitude of the area 
and irrigation application. Nicholls found that the yield of 
wheat increased about 30-50% in Australia due to global 
warming from 1952 to 1992[11]. You et al. focused on the 
effect of climate change on wheat yield in recent 20 years in 
China and pointed out the yield of wheat decreased about 
4.5% from 1979 to 2000 since temperature increased[12]. 
Lobell et al. indicated since 1980, the global warming caused 
a 2.5% decrease of wheat yield globally. In conclusion, the 
effect of climate change on crop growth and yield is still 
debatable. More details should be considered[13]. 

Advancing wheat productivity of Klein-Altendorf will 
play an important role in ensuring German and global food 
security. However, this will be a big challenge under the 
future climate change. In the growth and development stages 
of wheat, climate factors such as temperature, radiation play 
a key role. A certain temperature sum is needed in each stage 
of wheat. For winter wheat, there is a dormancy stage which 
is influenced by temperature and solar radiation[14-15]. 
Hence, a better understanding of the regional temperature 
and radiation, thinking about some adaptive strategies are 
important for the sustainable development of local 
agriculture. Correlation analysis of historical climate data 
and crop yield records have been successfully and widely 
used in establishing relationships between crop production 
and climate change. Some advanced statistical methods and 
regression analysis were used to separate the contributions of 
climate factors, crop variety, management, etc. on yield 
variations leading to a better understanding of the effects of 
historical climate change[16]. Along these lines, we 
performed a simple correlation analysis to study the 
relationship between crop yield and the key climate factors 
in Klein-Altendorf from 1991 to 2004. A LINTUL 2 model 
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was built to discuss the relationship between changes of 
temperature and radiation and winter wheat yield and finally 
to provide the reference value for wheat potential yield and 
cultivation management. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Study Area and Materials 

This experiment was conducted in Klein-Altendorf, 
Nordrhein-Westfalen in Germany (6°59′32′′E, 50°37′51′′N). 
The Klein-Altendorf lies in one of the most important fruit-
growing areas of Germany between Meckenheim and 
Rheinbach in the southern Niederrhein bay on the main 
terrace of the Rhine. The soil is loamy silt and rich in 
nutrition. The average annual precipitation is about 603mm. 
The average annual temperature is 9.4 °C and the vegetation 
period is 165 - 170 days (1950-2014). The cultivated winter 
wheat is Triticum aestivvm L. and cultivated on the 
beginning of November and harvested on July. 

B. Sampling 

The data about emergency day of year (DOY), 
temperature, radiation, light use efficiency(LUE) and 
temperature sum for anthesis, temperature sum for maturity 
of winter wheat, leaf area index (LAI) were provided by 
Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-University Bonn in Germany, 
which were collected from 1991 to 2014.  

C. LINTUL-Model Overview 

The LINTUL model firstly deviated from the De Wit 
Shool photosynthesis based modes and has been used in 
numerous climate change studies[17]. This model is base on 
the original LINTUL version by Spitters (1987) and the 
subsequent version by Spitters and Schapendonk (1990). The 
model can be considered as a functional model to use daily 
solar radiation as the amount of energy, which is available 
for photosynthesis. This energy intercepted by the crop is 
approximated using information that is feedback from the 
plant leaf area index to calculate approximate biomass 
production per unit of radiation intercepted[18]. The 
LINTUL model therefore uses a linear relationship between 
the production of biomass and amount of solar radiation that 
the crop‟s canopy intercepts[19]. In this project, we used the 
following model (Figure 1) in the modeling framework 
misplace with the LINTUL-solution. 

 
Figure 1. LINTUL-Model overview. 

D. Statistical Analysis 

At the beginning, the radiation factor 1 and temperature 
increment 0 represented the average annual radiation and 
temperature respectively. Radiation can change from 0-2 (eg-
1.2 here means 20% increase). The temperature increment 
changes from -5 to 5°C. The original light use efficiency 
(LUE) of the winter wheat used in this experiment was 3 and 
temperature sum for maturity was 1350°C. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Relative Yields under Different Temperature Increment 

Many valuable conclusions about effects of temperature 
on wheat growth and yield were reported through different 
research methods[20-21]. From the LINTUL 2 model, it 
simulated the yield of winter wheat under different solar 
radiation and temperature. To investigate the sensitivities of 
wheat yield to temperatures and solar radiations, we ran the 
model with observed climate data from 1991 to 2004. The 
model showed clearly that with original radiation factor (r=1), 
the yield decreased with the increased temperature and the 
correlation was negative linear (y= -29.256x+865.51, 
R²=0.9953) (Figure 2) . 
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Figure 2. Mean yields under different T increments (RF=1).  
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B. Relative Yields under Different Radiation Factors 

Through the simulated changing of radiation, it is proved 
that the influence of solar radiation on the yield of winter 
wheat was significant. The results showed with a stable 
temperature but an increased radiation, mean yield also 
increased, and there was a significant positive correlation 
between mean yield and radiation increment (y= 954.1x-
89.588,  R²=1) (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Mean yields under different radiation factors(T increment=0°C). 

C. Mean Yield under Different Temperatures and Different 

Radiation Factors 

The changes of mean yield under interaction of 
temperature and radiation showed the sensitivity of the yield 
with regard to these two variables (Figure  4). For example, 
if r=1.2, temperature increment=1, the yield might be much 
higher than original yield. If r=0.8, temperature increment=-2, 
the yield was much lower. The results indicated that the 
effect of radiation on yield was more sensitive than the effect 
of temperature. 
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Figure 4. Mean yield under different temperatures and different radiation 

factors. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. To Maintain the Original Yield When the 

Temperature Increases 

For winter wheat there is a stop-growth phase called 
dormancy stage. The period of this stage is mainly 
influenced by outside temperature. In the same way, the crop 
phenology might be limited by global warming. On the other 
hand, radiation is the sole energy source for crop growth, 
which also as a main limiting factor for crop yield[22]. The 
results through the simulated model showed that both an 
increase of radiation and a decrease of temperature caused an 
increase of simulated yield. And the effect of radiation 
change on yield was more sensitive. 

Actually in order to maintain the original yield under 
different weather conditions, we can just change the crop 
characters by using different crop species with different 
temperature sum and LUE. To accelerate understanding of 
climate impacts, among other things, we need to understand 
their relative contributions of cultivars, agronomic 
management and climate change to crop yields change. 
There are two common conditions. In near future, the 
temperature might be increase but solar radiation is still 
stable. To maintain the original yield , we ran the model with 
parameter radiation=1 and temperature  increment=1, and it 
showed the original yield (863 g m

-2
) could be maintained by 

increasing temperature sum to a level of 1530 (Figure 5). 
 If  the radiation factor was simulated to 1 and change the 

temperature increment to 2, that means the temperature 
increment level was higher (Figure 6). Then even 
temperature sum was up to the peak level of 1600 in the 
model,  the original yield could still not be kept (863 g m

-2
). 
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Figure 5. Mean yield related to different T sums (T increment=1). 
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Figure 6. Mean yield related to different T sums (T increment=2). 

B. To Maintain the Original Yield When the Radiation 

Decreases 

The other possibility is that in recent five years, 
temperature might be relatively stable, but the radiation 
might be changeable due to the fog. A case of climate with 
an 20% decrease of radiation was simulated (temperature 
increment=0, radiation factor 0.8) (Figure 7). The results 
pointed out an increase LUE to a level of 3.75 could 
maintain the original yield (863 g m

-2
). 
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Figure 7.Mean yield related to LUE(T increment=0). 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

From the first two results of our model we‟ve known that, 
increasing temperature leads to lower yields, and the 
relationship seems to be linear (y = -29.256x+862.51, R² = 
0.9953), and also increasing radiation leads to higher yields, 
the relationship seems  also to be linear (y = 954.1x-89.588, 
R² = 1). In addition, from the third result we can conclude 
that, the effect of radiation factor was more sensitive than the 
effect of temperature. And finally we can conclude that, to 
maintain the original yield in worse conditions, may can 

change the cultivars with different T sum and LUE. However 
in our model we mainly focused on two main factors which 
including temperature and radiation. Actually an increased 
radiation can lead to a higher yield only if the adequate water 
supply is assumed. The model doesn‟t consider the water 
supply of the canopy. So to get the exact results of the yield 
from the model, more influenced factors and conditions are 
needed to be evaluated and furthermore to improve this 
model. 
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